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The Emerging Empowerment Housing 

Tong fong (sub-divided flats). Source: SoCO

• The housing crisis





• solution proposals

∆ the Government

- on the one hand, argues 

that it is difficult to resolve the 

issue promptly due to limited 

land supply

- on the other, legitimises

prevailing practices

® community storage 

spaces

® supply ‘decent’ tong 

fong



∆ other proposals of communal living — the private 

sector

- co-living, which have been randomly appropriated 

by unscrupulous landlords and developers



∆ NGOs — the ‘Third Road’

— co-housing for the grassroots in buildings 

donated by developers



— in temporarily fabricated 

buildings on land loaned by 

developers,  co-ordinated by 

Hong Kong Council of Social 

Service and supported by 

Community Care Fund 



— in temporarily 

fabricated buildings on 

land owned by the Gov’t 

for temporary use 



— with an emphasis on empowerment

® Light Be focused on promoting Social Realty

® tenants are supposed to build up their confidence to 

develop their future housing path

® landlords can continue to hold on to their properties

® Light House — prefabricated from an old cotton  

spin mill to build a community 



— how can we get round the dominance of the 

commercial sector, the private developers in particular?



The Hong Kong Land (Re)development Regime

• some kinds of consensus on ‘nano’-isation, 

thereby perpetuating the hegemony

• there are unscrupulous landlords and developers



• various specialists contribute too



Isotopia 

•Lefebvre’s urban revolution, from isotopia, 

heterotopia to utopia

∆  utopia — where differences have been 

achieved;

∆ heterortopia — different from the up-held

∆ isotopia —the same as the status quo, but 

appears differently



•no intention of the Government to challenge the 

hegemony

∆ rhetoric in the form of abstract space

∆ reliance on representation of space

- random conceptual indigenisation

- random conceptual appropriation

∆ the role of specialist



• randomly appropriated the 

utopian idea of communal 

living

∆ Lefebvre’s distinction 

between habitat (pure housing 

provision) and inhabitance 

(participation in social life from the 

right to use urban space)

∆ ignored many accesses to 

the city beyond housing, as 

simplistically represented as Gini-

coefficient
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• ‘decent’ tong fong

∆ resistant to recognise the utopian idea of the right to 

the city and differential space

∆ the isotopia that the city has a future:

SCMP



∆ the Government is resistant to provide more public housing

∆ more seriously, resistant to challenge the land 

(re)development regime



•common to the 
Government, as similar 
isotopic practices have 
been found earlier

∆ ‘My Home Purchase 
Plan’ scheme



∆ contents

∆ small and medium sized flats provided by the Government

∆ flats are rented at market price for a maximum tenancy of five 

years

∆ tenants may purchase the flat under the Plan at the end of tenancy 

with a purchase subsidy at 50% of the net rent they have paid, as 

part of the down payment





• the housing crisis of the grassroots will persist

• the Government has no intention to curtail it

• all proposed policies are isotopes

• perpetuate the land (re)development regime

• the Hong Kong case shows the necessity of 

challenging the regime, which, different from 

other EA cities, requires at the minimum the 

uprooting of the government ownership of land

Discussion


